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This summary presents the main findings of my Ph.D. dissertation (University of
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1 Introduction
Linguistic studies regarding variation inGreek and Latin have grown in interest
in recent years but hitherto they have mainly concentrated on morphosyn-
tactic variation (see e.g., Vierros 2012, Stolk 2015, Bentein 2016). Phonological
transfer has received less attention despite the seminal work of Gignac (1976)
and shortly thereafter the contribution of Teodorsson (1977), who list the most
frequent nonstandard orthographic variants that appear in Greek papyri, giv-
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ing valuable information on the phonological level and development of Greek
in Egypt. However, in these works, not much phonetic analysis is included
to explain the reasons behind the nonstandard orthographic variants, other
than their focus on Greek-internal development. These studies largely disre-
gard availablematerial within the field of Coptology regarding similar nonstan-
dard orthography in Greek loanwords appearing in Coptic.1 In this work, I have
taken thesemisspellings of Greek loanwords inCoptic as a starting point formy
research on the possibility of the transfer of Coptic phonological features onto
the Greek spoken as a second language (L2) in Graeco-Roman Egypt. Much of
L2 Greek was used by Egyptian scribes; therefore, the situation gives grounds
for suspecting language contact to have induced some of the nonstandard vari-
ation.
1.1 Phonology in language contact
AsWeinreich has already suggested, there are a few basic types of phonological
transfer phenomena that are frequently encountered in language contact situ-
ations. Among these are replacement of foreign phonemes by native language
phonemes, under-differentiationof foreignphonemes andover-differentiation
of the same, and generally distinguishing L2 phonemes by features that are rel-
evant in L1 but redundant in L2 (Weinreich 1963: 18).
Examples of these phenomena are not difficult to find in the languages we
know; for instance, a good example of an L1 transfer feature that is redundant
in L2 is German speakers’ re-interpretation of the English phonemic contrast
in, for example, the words beet [biːt] and bit [bɪt]. In English, the most impor-
tant phonemic feature in these words is the tense/lax contrast, i.e. the quality
difference between [i] and [ɪ], and the quantity difference is of less relevance.
However, in German, which has the same phonemes, the relevant difference
between the phonemes in the same type of minimal pair bieten [biːtən] and bit-
ten [bɪttən] is, in fact, vowel quantity, not the tense/lax contrast, which occurs
as allophonic variation only, related to the length difference (Major 2001: 32).
This type of small-scale reinterpretation of phonemic contrast does not
mean that the L2 production is not understandable, but it probably does sound
non-native. In the above case, however, both of the languages possess both
of the phonemes in question, whereas in the L2 production of French /y/ by
English speakers, the foreign phoneme is simply replaced with the nearest
equivalent, the close roundedback vowel [u] insteadof the close roundednear-
1 Horrocks 2010 [1997], however, gives a credible account of which nonstandard features of
Greek in Egypt can be seen to stem from the impact of Egyptian.
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front vowel [y]. The same type of under-differentiation occurred also in the
L2 Greek production of Egyptian writers, the Greek /y/ being replaced with
/u/ (written ου), for the same simple reason as in the English-French example
above: Egyptian did not have the phoneme /y/. Likewise, the voiced and voice-
less stop graphemes κ/γ, π/β, τ/δ seem to be in free variation in Greek written
in Egypt (cf. Gignac 1976: 64), again because this distinction did not exist in
Egyptian, which only had the voiceless series of these two (e.g. Loprieno 1995:
40–43).
1.2 Transfer effects from Egyptian onto Greek in Egypt
One of the most interesting phenomena to be found in L2 Greek in Egypt
is over-differentiation. This phenomenon means that the L2 user of the lan-
guage is emphasising linguistic units that are relevant to L1 but irrelevant to L2.
One of the examples of this in the world’s languages occurs in the Russian L2
speakers of Finnish who produce Finnish /y/ as a sequence [ju], a (palatalised)
close back rounded phoneme available in their native language; Finnish [y]
is produced by a simultaneous production of two phonetic features, palatal
and labial, whereas in Russian this same combination of phonetic features is
produced sequentially as [ju] (Wiik 1965: 30). Therefore, themodel for the pro-
duction of the foreign phoneme is taken from the closest available one in the
native language phoneme inventory, and in this case as in the above case of the
German speakers’ L2 English, the distinction is so minor that it hardly hinders
understanding.
This was likely also the case with the L2 speakers of Greek in Egypt, to
give an idea of what the language contact in Graeco-Roman Egypt was like
through some modern contact situations. An example of over-differentiation
in Greek in Egypt is consonant-to-vowel coarticulation, whichmeans that con-
sonants take phonetic properties from the adjacent vowels, i.e. are fronted near
front consonants, retracted in quality near back consonants, etc. According to
Traunmüller (1999), this phonetic phenomenon could aid listener perception
in a consonant-rich language, giving information on the consonant qualities
through the modified quality of the nearby vowels. For Egyptian, this feature
would have enhanced the understanding of the Afroasiatic word formation,
which was based on root and patternmorphology;2 effectively, this means that
2 Root and pattern morphology is a method of creating word stems, or their most elementary
forms. It is found in the Afroasiatic language phylum, particularly in the Semitic branch. The
root is a set of consonants arranged in a particular order, identifying the general semantic
meaning of the word. Parts of speech and tense and other additional information are deliv-
ered through vowels and syllabic features; these constitute the stem’s pattern. (Testen 2008).
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the basic meaning of a word would rest on a so-called consonantal root, which
made the clear perception of consonant values essential.
Themain point of reference formy study is the corpus of Narmouthis Greek
ostraca, famous for its many nonstandard orthographic variants (Ostraca Greci
da Narmuthis = OGN I). It is probable that the texts were written by scribal
apprentices with an incomplete Greek education (Bagnall 2007: 13, Fewster
2002: 235) so that imperfect learning doubtless was one of the causes for the
spelling variation. However, the outcome is not one of random mistakes, but
is based on the phonological level of contemporary Egyptian; in the 2nd–3rd
century, from which era the Narmouthis Greek ostraca come, Coptic-Egyptian
was already under development (Richter 2009: 412–414), andwe have evidence
from (later) Coptic phonology (see e.g. Peust 1999: 80–83; 201; 211–213; 250–253)
of the phonological features that are at the root of the variation in L2 Greek.
These include (1) under-differentiation, i.e. merging of voiced and voiceless
stops, (2) under-differentiation of /y, u/, and (3) replacement of unstressed /o/
with /u/. Examples of these phenomena can be seen below.
(1) ατελφω < ἀδελφῷ (OGN I: 103)
(2) πουρου < πυροῦ (OGN I: 42 & 46)
(3) στρυφης < στροφής (OGN I: 92)3
Inmydissertation, I have concentratedonanalysing the vowel variation.Unlike
the variation regarding the consonants,which so clearly stems from the contact
with Egyptian as there was no distinction between voiced and voiceless stops
in (Coptic-)Egyptian, the vowel variation has not been studied in depth in a
language contact context.
Gignac listed the most frequent variants but often did not provide analysis
as to the reasons behind them, apart from a select fewmore certain cases such
as suggesting that the fact that Coptic did not have the phoneme /y/ could be
the reason behind Greek ypsilon being replaced with the diphthong /ou/ [u]
in Greek texts written by Egyptians (Gignac 1976: 50; 214–216). The bivalency of
Coptic eta is probably also one of the reasons behind somuch variation on the
front vowel axis, an important feature I have dealt with using extra care in my
analysis chapter. Variation between the many graphemic variants that eventu-
ally were all raised to [i] in Modern Greek have too often been seen as purely
Greek-internal development in theGreek texts coming fromEgypt, thepossible
effect of the language contact being ignored inmost cases. Inmy dissertation, I
3 Through under-differentiation of /y, u/.
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havebuilt uponearlier studies of the contact effect in the field of Coptology: the
analysis of Gignac (1991) among others, and amuch earlier one in Girgis (1966).
To gain an understanding of the phonetic reality behind the orthographic
variation, I studied coarticulatory phonetics and the effect of first language (L1)
phonology on the second language writing system (L2WS) (note the impressive
introduction on this in Cook&Bassetti 2005). Inmy analysis, I noticed patterns
of back consonants retracting the vowel quality, and front consonants raising
or fronting it; this is a prominent feature in many Afroasiatic languages such
as Modern (Standard) Arabic (Bellem 2007: 174–175), emphasising the quality
of consonant value at the expense of that of the vowel. Coarticulation, there-
fore, is at the heart of the phonological analysis of nonstandardGreek in Egypt.
An example of this can be seen in (4), where the bilabial /m/ has retracted the
quality of eta to epsilon in the first syllable.
(4) μετροπολι < μητροπόλει
Themain aim of the study, therefore, using the available materials and linguis-
tic studies, was to prove the connection between the nonstandard Greek pro-
duction and the existing language contact situation. The results of the phono-
logical analysis give information of the contact features of L2 Greek usage in
Egypt, and furthermore define the development of front vowel raising in terms
of a general timescale. In addition, they add to the existing knowledge of Coptic
phonology, especially regarding its stress system.
As a secondary goal, I wanted to reach some conclusions as to whether it
would be justified to speak of an Egyptian Greek variety as a whole, or whether
the misspellings simply represent some level of imperfect education of some
writers. A preliminary research on this was reported on in Dahlgren (2016b),
and enhanced somewhat in Part III of my dissertation, concluding the phono-
logical analysis of Greek in Egypt.
2 The study
2.1 Theoretical framework andmethodology
The theoretical framework I apply consists of the research fields of L2WS, coar-
ticulatory phonetics and vowel reduction studies, aswell as phonological typol-
ogy. By its very nature, the entire study is within the sphere of contact linguis-
tics. Because I analyse near-phonetic misspellings, concerning the pronunci-
ation of Greek and Egyptian as it was at the moment the texts were written,
I am interested in synchronic language variation despite the material being
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so distinctly historical. Therefore, instead of using parallel language contact
situations from the field of historical linguistics, I have mostly tried to find
modern phonetic studies relating to the phonetic realisation of L2 speakers’
phonemes, as affected by transfer effects from the L1. For instance, I compare
the L2 pronunciation of Greek /y/ by Egyptians to the pronunciation of French
/y/ by L2 speakers from six different native languages, producing similar under-
differentiation (Section 4.3.2.1, Phonological detail).
2.2 Data
I use editions of Greek and Coptic papyri and unless otherwise stated, both the
interpretation and translations of the editors are followed. Most Greek texts
used are available in digital form in thePapyrologicalNavigator (PN),within the
depository of documentary texts in Duke Databank of Digital Papyri (DDbDP),
while most of the Greek loanwords in Coptic analysed in the dissertation have
been taken fromtheproject database of DatabaseandDictionaryof GreekLoan-
words in Coptic (DDGLC, Freie Universität Berlin). The DDGLC database is not
yet online; naturally, however, the editions DDGLC used for the Greek loan-
words mentioned in the dissertation are listed in References.
All data was gathered into two spreadsheets: 1) nonstandard orthographic
variants from OGN I, and 2) similar nonstandard variants of Greek loanwords
inCoptic, compiled fromseveral editions of Coptic texts fromseveral centuries.
The results show a clear resemblance between the L2 Greek nonstandard ren-
derings of Narmouthis scribes and the nonstandard orthographic variants of
Greek loanwords in Coptic. Both display near-phonetic spellings that are based
on Coptic phonological structures including under-differentiation of Greek
/y/ as /u/, word-final vowels being reduced to schwa, extensive consonant-to-
vowel coarticulation especially concerning the front vowel series, and transfer
of stress patterns evident especially in the replacement of unstressedGreek /o/
with ου.
2.3 Structure
The dissertation contains three parts: I) Introduction to subject and theoret-
ical framework, II) Phonological analysis of the Narmouthis ostraca, and III)
Phonological analysis of the comparative material.
Chapter one of Part I, Introduction, gives information on the Narmouthis
collection, comparative material used for its analysis, and earlier studies both
of nonstandard vowel usage in Egyptian Greek texts and of the language of the
ostraca. It also takes a look at how contact linguistic studies can be applied to
the study of classical languages. The final sections give a brief outline of the
research methods used.
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Chapter two gives information on the language situation in Narmouthis at
the time of the Narmouthis ostraca, 1st–3rd centuries CE. This chapter deals
with such issues as the relevant stage of the Greek-internal vowel develop-
ment, information on the local dialects of the Greek settlers in and around
Narmouthis, and the stage of Egyptian. Finally, there is a description of the
Coptic phonological structure and features, including the phoneme inventory
of Coptic. Knowledge of these topics is needed for the phonological analysis in
Chapters four and five.
Chapter three concentrates on clarifying the methodological choices used
for the phonological analysis and thus includes explanation and examples of
the phonetic theories of coarticulation and vowel reduction, the effects of
orthographic depth andhow this relates to L2WS, loanwordphonology, and sec-
ond language acquisition (SLA) in general. Finally, there is a note on language
attitudes.
Part II includes the phonological analysis of the nonstandard vowel variants
in the Narmouthis ostraca. After a general introduction to the phonological
features analysed, the first section is devoted to names, and how these can,
and should, be used to gain knowledge of the phonological level: as they are
less standardised than common nouns, they might show the level of phonol-
ogy more accurately, as well as the rate or stage of change. The analysis proper
is divided into three sections according to the phonological phenomena they
represent:
4.3.1) Reduction of unstressed vowels (variation concerning /a, e, o/), giving
information on the loss of vowel quality in word-final position,
4.3.2) Under-differentiation of foreign phonemes and allophonic variation
(variation concerning /o, u, y/), giving information on the replacement
of Greek /y/ with ου and unstressed /o/ with ου, both according to Cop-
tic phonological properties, and
4.3.3) Greek phonological development in process (variation concerning /i,
e/), giving information on themost frequent of the vowelmisspellings,
the variation in the front vowel series.
In addition to analysing the phonological variation and the possible Egyptian
influence behind it, I also explore the possible effects of early language con-
tact on Roman period Greek usage in Egypt in Section 4.3.2.1. Section 4.3.2.2
also includes my estimation of the phonemic quality of ypsilon at the time
period of the Narmouthis ostraca. Furthermore, the exact quality of Egyptian
liquids and how they were carried into Coptic are somewhat unclear, as is
the question of why liquids (mostly /r/) seem to both front as well as retract
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vowel quality in different contexts; obviously, this also affects the spelling of
Greek. I offer some answers to these questions in the Phonetic detail of Section
4.3.2.4.
The final section (4.3.4) concerns the bivalency of Coptic eta, a parallel phe-
nomenon to be taken into account when analysing /i, e/ variation in Greek in
Egypt; inmany cases, it hasmore to dowith consonant-to-vowel coarticulation
than the general language-internal raising of vowel values that can in its final
stage be seen inModern Greek. Furthermore, it seems that at least by the early
Roman period, eta had not raised to /i/ in Greek in Egypt.
Part III includes thephonological analysis of themisspellings found inGreek
loanwords inCoptic, containingmanyof the same features as found in thenon-
standard Greek of the Narmouthis ostraca. Again, the chapter is divided into
separate parts according to the relevant phonological phenomena, and these
are compared to the analysis of L2 Greek in Chapter four:
5.1.2) Reduction of unstressed vowels in Coptic (concerning variationwithin
/a, e, o/),
5.1.3) Under-differentiation of /y, u/ and phonemic quality of ypsilon,
5.1.4) Stress-related allophonic variation /o, u (y)/, and
5.1.5) Fluctuation of /i, e/ and the quality of eta in Coptic.
While the contents of the sectionsmentioned above are self-explanatory, there
are a few things that merit a more specific remark regarding the analysis of
(Coptic-)Egyptian phonological influence on L2 Greek misspellings in Egypt.
First, the stress system of Coptic-Egyptian has not been extensively studied,
and I give some information on it, and how it relates to the phonological
typological stress system framework in Section 5.1.6. Second, language atti-
tudes, mostly in relation to the nonstandard orthographic variation, are again
explored as a possible co-influencer behind the misspellings in Section 5.1.7;
this takes into account the individual level of the language user in the form of
analysing the spelling variation of one single writer.
Furthermore, to avoid circular argumentation regarding Egyptian influence
behind the L2 Greek misspellings, I have analysed a group of Arabic loan-
words in Coptic in Section 5.2. These display the same type of variation seen
in second language Greek writing and in Greek loanwords in Coptic, evidently
based on the phonetics of the language(s) involved: under-differentiation of
foreign phonemes, phoneme distribution according to the L1 prosodic rules,
and replacement of L2 phonemeswith native language ones. The uniting factor
between these two language contact situations is the integration of the foreign
phonemes and stress-related issues into the native language, Coptic-Egyptian,
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using L1 phonological rules, with a strikingly similar outcome despite Greek
and Arabic being quite different types of languages.
Finally, Section 5.3 expands the analysis of L2 Greek usage to the whole of
Egypt, taking examples of similar type of variation as described in Chapter four
from various corpora (mostly) found in the Papyrological Navigator platform,
all repeating the form of vowel variation seen in previous chapters. The issue
of Egyptian Greek forming a separate variety from that of mainland Greek is
discussed here, together with showing evidence of the phonetic variants dis-
cussed before in relation to the Narmouthis ostraca and Greek loanwords in
Coptic also surfacing in other Greek corpora in Egypt. Section 5.3.2.1 returns
to the question of under-differentiation of /y, u/, discussed for the first time in
Section 4.3.2.1, being related to the development of societal bilingualism, and
offers a suggestion toward a degree of loanword phonological integration in the
subsection Phonological detail.
3 Conclusions
I have in this work studied the contact between Greek and Egyptian in Roman
period Egypt, and come to the conclusion that many of the nonstandard vowel
variants have arisen through the impact of Egyptian phonology. Some of my
major findings are explained in the analysis chapters, including the consistent
co-existence of under-differentiation of Greek /y/ as /u/ in in L2 Greek docu-
ments as well as in Greek loanwords in Coptic; similarly, stress-related replace-
ment of unstressed Greek /o/ with /u/ is found in texts coming from both lan-
guages. Consonant-to-vowel coarticulation is a prominent feature especially
in regard to the front vowel series, again stemming from the phonological
structure of Egyptian; language-internally, this feature, as noted above in §1.2,
helped understanding of word meaning in Egyptian.
In addition to analysing the phonological variation, I have tried to seek
answers to the variation from contact linguistic literature, including theories
of early societal bilingualism. In my opinion, this is a major factor especially
behind the nonstandard variation in the early Roman period documents, par-
ticularly coming from the bilingual region of Fayyum. This matter, however,
needs more investigation before conclusive remarks concerning bilingualism
in Egypt can be given.
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